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Abstract
Starting with the earll,use of Iııfbrınatioıı aı-ıd Ctıınn-ıııı-ıicıtıoıı lecl,ınologies^

capableofusingtechnologiesorlesssuccesstı.ıl

ııoıııcıı lııııe lıccıı

pcı'eeirr:i] ;ıs

ltıı

broııghı

inscieı-ıceıncon-ıpariscıı,ı1otl-ıeirı,ı,ıcnc()Lınteı'piııtS.\1illeııniııı1-1

nerv studies saying that the gap betrr,een men ancl $,oılıen is gening lesser and more \\'omen are accessing. learning ıuıd
,,ıorkiırg on technologies. On tlıe other haııd. \vomen aıe still under-represented and less eıı-ıployed in ICT sector. In

order to con-ıprehend the uııderll"ing reasons ofgcnder gap in ICT, researchers conducted a mixed-methOd research on
unrlergraduate engineeriııg education in a private univeı,sity. Researchers used a sequential exploratory design for
collecting and analvzing qualitııtiı,e data flrst (n:54). ırnd qrıaı,ıüitative data (n:l82) as t§,o ctııısectıtİr'e plııscr iıı i,ııc

studl,ıvas ıısed to generate a (ltıestionnaiıe regardiı,ıg \\itIı tcchno]ogic ııııc1 tecIıııolıhtıl-ıic ıliıııdpt'ıiı'ıts ol ııı ,tı ı,
stuclents. The maior researçh qtıestioı-ı rı,as originaterl as 'ıi,ha1 underl1 İng fııçtıır stıuctııı'c ()l'tile tc.hıı()l()gie itı]r]
techncıphobiı; Standpoints of uııiversit,v- stucleı]ts towarcl gender issııes' rı,here n]<,ıre tletailei1 ı'eseaı'çh tlueslıtlırs ,ierc
createil arcıuni1 variable ccımparisoırs according gender. engineerİng sttıdents' Clepartnents. stuclentS' grades anrl
strıdents't-amilv culıures. Exploratoı1"f'actor anall,sis revealed two f'actors: Factor l (named as phl'sical-social)
gathering arouı-ıd phl,sical characteristics of gender and social consequences o1'the perceptions regardİng ICTs and
Factor 2 (nameı1 as interest-desire) explaining iııtcrest and desire levels of determİnants regardİng lCTs. Further
anall,sis shorved that oı-ıly gencler variable creaüed a significant difterence betrı,een I'actı.ırs.
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l. Introduction
There are many f'actors affecting prospective prot'essional clıoices. Soıııe cıt'the tııctoı-s aıe steıııııı!,d ll-()ııı
İnnate (ınore physical) or inner (ıı-ıore psl,chological) issı.ıes rıhereas soıııe ol theı-ıı are highl1 corre]atecl

with outer world, suçh as fhııily. culture and economy. Among all these factors, gender is oı-ıe of the
constraints where women are selecting careers less in technology and science based professions (Mendick

& Moreau,2013).

There is a clear gap of eqııal gender repı"esentation in Information and Communication Technology (ICT)
related fields. Fuıtherıııore. there is also an oııgoiırg disparity in finding a technology,related.job for woıneıı.

Additionally, woıTıen are less likely to get accepted fbr a higher order ıı,ıaııagerial ruork

L-ıecause of their
On the other hand, lCT sector is experierıcing shortase in
finding employers lvhich çontradiçts ı.vith the less eıı-ıployn,ıent rate of woıııen in that tield (Major,
Morganson & Boleır, 2013).
There are soıne difierences between ınen and women iıı terms of employment in engineering field. For
instaı-ıce; accordiııg to Ryaıı and Harden's recent research (20l4), wornen are more committed to their jobs
(esPecially lT related jobs as in their study) where wor]< more years than üııen counterpaı,ts and less tend to

f-amilY related issues (Ryan

& Harden,20

lz1).

change tl-ıeir.jobs.

Within this gender-based differentiation circıııııstaıır,ğ. it is ııııpıııtıııı ttı ı,ereııl jııırr cııgiııeeı,iüıg sttüı]eüıti
Perceive gender based issues related to their prospective careers. ln order to untbld tl-ıese arguıı-ıenıs^ this
study aiıns to generate a questionnaire regarding with technologic and technophobic standpoints of
engineering students with a descriptive approach toward gender issues.
].

]. Related Literatııre
Engiı-ıeers and sçientists play an iıııpoılaııt role tbr the fiıtiıre of corıııtries where they are statecj oyertl\

iıı ı'epoı'ts. Altl-ıouglı ı,ı-ıoı,e feınale students aı,e registeriı-ıg to uncleıgı-aduate
engineering depaı'tlı.ıents in the last decade. women sçientist or engineers are still under-represented in
business (Sonneı1 & Fox,2012). Similarly, ılıany research results point out that there is a clear gap in
woıııeıı'S coııtribııtion to busiı-ıess life for all prof-essioı-ıals iıı Turkey. Even though female students are more
and more registering to higher education and joining to work life, there is a high rate of female students
regarding with graduating froın universit1, but not continuing workiııg in their lives (Bucak & I(adirsan,
20l l),
Major, Morganson aııd Bolen (20l3) report that ıııen arıd \yoııen w,ho are rıorl<inı. iıı lCl secttır aı-c.
l-ıaving significantly different experiences in their prolessional lives. Althoııgh ti-ıere is slight iı-ıcı.case ın
as "ı-ıatioıral priority"

of women engineers in the last decade, Aulture based stereotyping toward women at work still plays
an iıTportant role in nıany çountries (I(odate, Kodate, & Kodate,20 l4). Engineering, as a male dominant
nuı-ı-ıber

field of busiıiçss, offers c{ifferent experiences for ıııen aııd womçır. Unfoılunately, men's efforts are more
aPPreciated thalı women's and rvonıen's income is discounting tlran tl-ıeir men countefpaı,ts. Tlıis aclverse
circumstance continues even rvherı wonen are llore eclucated thaı-ı lı-ıen (Joshi.20 l4).

RitzhauPt, Liu, Dawsolı, and Barrorı (20 l3) reıı-ıark that there are pIent1,of evidences shoı.ıinu cligital
divide in terıı-ıs of gender variable. Yet, there are also studies showiı-ıg that re-qardless of this digital clivide,
women are better than men in schools for learniı-ıg and using ICT. Ritzhaupt et al. (20 l3) urge that this
contradictory result must be scrutinized aı-ıd unfbld the underlying reasons on both digital divide and
performance issues.
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powella, Dainty and Bagilho|e (20|2) also poiııt out the fact that engineerİng students are not

knowledgeable enough about their prospective job, that is why they assume that engİneerİng is more about
nıen's job. In tlıat seı-ıse, engineeriı,ıg studeııts sh<ıuld realize wonen engİnters and theİr SuççeSS in order to
iınprove or change the stereotyping towar<J women in engineering (I(odate. Kodate. & I(odate.20l4).
Fuılhermore, the literature sti1l discıısses about to rvlıat extent \\,onleIl belon-q to eı-ıgineering tı'oııı clit'lerent
perspectives; suitability levels to prof'essioı-ı. woılıeıı eııgiııecı- idenlit1 . apprcciıtiilıl ol'rr(ıl-ıltıl r'l,'-i ırr'

'

and managers (Hatmaker. 20l3).
Beyond the discussioı1 of feeling belong to engirıeer depaılment" Powella et al. (20l2) state that tl-ıere are
many factors for selecting a prospective job rvhere youth paı,ticularly fbcuses on engineering as a welI
income, socially accepted, interesting and self-fulf'illınent career. One of these factors which the literature
emphasizes is the gender. Powella et al. (20 l2) make a summary of their research and indicate that
eırgineering stuclents agree rvitl-ı the stereotype that engiııeerİng İs more suİtable as a man's professİon lvhere
(2014) reı'ı'ıark that this
express the reason as an innate geııcler diff-erences. I(odate. Koclate. and Kodatç
Stereotyping w]ıich is totally,gatheı,ed around sr,ıcietv. cı-ılttıre aı,ıd indiı. iclual 1actors. advers.'ll ıl'tccı ıı tlılıcn
at the very beginııing where many of theııı l-ıesitate to choose engineeı'ing as aıı occLıpation fbr tlıelııselves.
Kodate et al. (20 14) also higlılight tlrat catching the attention of woı,ı,ıen into engineering as a proSpeCti\e

profession is noticeably complicated.
(20 l 3)
In order to bring solutions to this compliçated situation, Kolmos, Mej lgaard, Haase, and Holgaard
unfold their research findings on motivational factors for choosİng engİneerİng as a career; intrjnsİc
motivatioı-ı, social appreciation motivation and ecoı-ıoıı,ıic ınotivation. rvhereas faıılill'rır adliser biısccl
motivatioırs were not listed as iı-ııportant thctors. ]\4oreor,,cr" ı-ııalc aıı,ıl t'eıııelc cllgiı-ieel'iııı. -*liltjeı'ı1:'
rı-ıotivations seemed to f'luctuate tiom one eııgineeriı-ıg depaı-tınelıt to aııotlıer. l-eırıale studeı-ıts \\efe lll()]'e
attracted to choose or work iı-ı environınental. health, desİgn and bİotechnology engİııeerİng depaı'tır-ıentS
where more wonlen are currently being employed.
In their research, Bucak and I(adirgan (201l) çonducted a research wİth pre-unİversİty students who
were in the process of selecting their departıırents. According to the study results, students' parents and

career grıiding services were depicted as the nrajor factors in choosing a depaılment (also a future career)
for their higher educatioı,ı. Besides, "appropriateness of a professİc_ıı-ı to a maıı of wonlan" u'as lİsted as the
least important factor for career decisions. This sholvs a slight change in'furkish }outh fbr the realization
of gender based biases toward workfbrce.
Sonnert and F'ox (20iı2') state that in order to reveal the roots of gender gap İn scİeı-ıce and technology
areas, researchers must staft from undergraduate education İn unİversİtİes where students Shape theİr
professional identities for the fiıture. Therefore, gender difference (or gap) in undergraduate engineering
education is an essential topic for researches.
For this research study, folloıviı-ıg research questions were forıııulated:
ı Wlrat is the uı-ıderlying factor structure of tlıe techı-ıologİc aııd techncıphobİc sland;ıtıınıs ıll'

university students toward gender issues?
ı ls there any significant difference for the t-actor scores between f'emales and males?

ı
.
ı

ls tlıere any sigırificant differençe for the factor sçores among engineeı'ing students' depaıtments?
ls tl-ıere any significaııt clifference for tlıe factor scores among students' grades?
Is there any significant differençe for the taçtor scores among students' famıly cultures?
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2. Method
2.

l. Procedure

In this researçh, a fully tlixed-method design was employed in order to take advantage of both
qualitative and quantitative methods fbr data analysis and interpretation. More specifically, a sequential
exploratory design iınplies collecting and analyzirıg qualitative data first, and then quantitative data as two
consecutive phases in one study was used to generate a questionnaire regarding with technologic and
technophobic standpoints of university students. To generate qı-ıestionnaire iteııs. a qualitative survev
consisted of l l open-ended questions r.r,as adıı-ıiııistered f-irstlr.,. Alier cltıalitatiıe aııa]r ses olthe ciıııı. ı,ıııi.jt,ıı,
codes were generated accrırding to stı.ıdents' clifterent ıınderstaııtiings tıf the techncılogv Lısagc. thc ı,ole tıi
technology iı-ı ıvorking life, aı,ıd social media use. Haviı,ıg been reaclıed a consensLıs on ııajor codes [,ıetween
researchers, a questionnaire consisted of 45 iteıns on a five-point Likeı,t scale (fiom strongly disagree to
strongly agree) was generated and administered. Regardless of theoretical constructs, the questionnaire was
also consisted ofdemographic questions to be used for statistical analyses; gender, department, grades and

fanily culture (1iberal, deınocrat, conservative, modern and other). After collecting the quantitative data
ıısiııg the questioırıraire, advanced statistical analyses rvere coı-ıdııcted to reveal engineerinu sttıdcnt,§'
gender based issues aboııt ICTs.
2.2. Participants
54 university students (15 fenıale, 39 male) from depaılments of computer engineering and mechatronics

registered on the private university iıı Turkey were voluntarily joined the first phase of the study (qualitative
paıt). Based on the findings froıı-ı this plıase, the qı-ıestionnaire r,vas generated. and then adıııinistrated to the
Students aS a main part of the research (quantilative phase). Tl,ıe saınple liır this questiOııtıiıire stııciı iııciıırjr.t]
182 university Students (40 f'eıııale, l:12 nıale) frcırıı the departiııeııts of ctııııpııteı- engiııecrinq. inc]ıısıriııl

civil engineeriııg and ıııecl-ıatroı-ıics engineering. There were j l flrst grade. -i5 second grade.
37 thiı'd grade, aı,ıd 59 fourth grade studeııts iıı the study. Paılicipaırts' demographics fbr b<ıth qualitative
and quantitative phases presented in Table 1.

engineering^

lablc l, Demogrıpiıics ol'paııicipcıııs
(]ualitaıiıe
Gender

F

eıı ale

]\{ale

ConlputeI Engineering
Departnıents

l5

l (.|

i.l2

30

]ndı-ıstrial Engineering

Family Description

88

2]
23

Civil eııgineering
Grades

(Jııantitatire Phasc

]9

,:

]VlecIratroııi cs

Phtse

ll

lSt

l0

2nd

l8

55

3rd

l2

]7

4th

l.]

]9

Liberal

3l

5

I)emocrat

3r1

conservative

8:1

Modern

47

others (Scıciallst, typiOal. ctç...

)

l2
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2.3. Data Analysis

Classiç Aontent analysis was used in the qualitative phase of the study to systematically code transcrİbed
data, ailowing the ideı-ıtification of key themes. After the disçussion about the major concepts and themes,
the çocles revealed in tlıe analysis were deterınined as possib]e questionnaire items. To assess reliabilitl'for
this qualitative phase. analysis of t|ıe data was conducted by,tıvo of the researchers inclepeııdentl1 and 929,i
level of agreement was reached at the eııd of this process. As fbr qııaııtitativc clııta aı'ıalr.si,,. tlıe ItJ\1
Statistics 20 was firstly used lor the exploratory thctor aı-ıalysis. The exploı,atoıl thctor anall,sis tısing the
priı-ıcipal component analysis was applied to çonstruct a questionnaire tbr measuring underlying variables
(subscales) regarding technologic and technophobic standpoints of university students with a descriptive

approach toward gender issues. A reliability analysis was conducted for the entire scale and for the
subscales as wel1. The Cronbach alpha coefficient of an entire scale was .92, pointed out a high level of
internal consistency of items. The coelficients of iııternal reIiabilit_v- fort]ıe subscales varied fron-ı 85 to -c)-5.
Moreover, the quantitative data ]ıas beeıı exaıı-ıined with respect to assLııııptiLrns ol parııııetric tesi. l'lı.'
assumption of normality was not violated because of tl-ıe large enougl-ı saıı-ıpie sıze (n-i82), Lcreııe
statistics was used to deterınine the equıty ol group variarıces. For the analyses. t-test tbr independent
groups and one way analyses of variance if the data provide assumptions olnormality and homogeneity of
variances has been coılıputed.
3. Results
3.1. Exploratoıy Fcüctor AnaLysis

To ensure the absolute sample size, the l(aiser-Meyer-Olkin measure of sampling adequac1"ıvas used
before the analysis. The value 0.91 indicated that f-actor analysis was appropriate for these data. Moreover,

Baıllett's Test of Sphericity ıvas significant (p:.000), eıısuring that the f'actorability of the correlation
matrix could be sustained with these data set. The initial so]ution created so many factors and also
eigenvalues which overlapped each other. Thus, the items that spread across the man1, factors with a less
than 0.1 eigenvalue were renıoved fı,on-ı the analvsis. then the aııall,sis was ıe-fLıı1 tbı,seveıiıl tiınes tiı tıblaiı'ı
reliable factor solutions. After completing the factor analysis, l7 iteıns u,ere deleted ti,oıı,ı lhç L]Lıe5tiuıııı;.1iı'(,.
The remaining 28 items were categorized iııto two factors. tt İs possible to asseı1 that a trvo-factor solutıon

provided the most interpretable solution consistent ı,vith the data set. This solution accounted for 5t7o of
the variance; with loadiı-ıgs as depicted in Table 2. While the first factor consisted of 2l items, the second
f'actor was made up 7 iteıııs.
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Table 2. Factor Loadilıgs olthe itenıs

Ntı

lten-ı

29

Factor l:

phlsica]-social Facıor

28

]3

l0
|1

825
,8

l9

.

E06

_

806

22

,715

l6

.761
.T 46

15

.7

45

112
7 j,]

3,7

),I

l7

729

6

.69 l

9

.68 8

23

.687

3l

.682

ll

2: interçsı-desııc

.83 6

,650

l1

61l

3

6:+0

4

,625

5

.6i7

26

,793

25

.714

34

.687

l8

.642

30

.54 l

35

.497

579

The eınerged two factors were fufther labelled as physical-social and inüerest-desire. Deflnitioı-ı olthe
façtors and saınple items were depicted in Table 3.
Table 3, Deflnıtıoıı olt-actors
FactorS

Factor

I

LabeI

physical-social

Saı,ııple ltenıs

Detjnition
l

Me n

charaçteristics oi geııder aııd
social coııseqı,ıeı,ıces iıf' tlıe

a

Meı,ı arc nıore siınplc-thinkerı

a

Woı,ııen arc ıııore lıypercritıcal

a

Men are ıııore successtul
Men have ıııore leısure tiıııe

perceptioırs regarding lCTs

This factor nıeasured interest
Factor 2

3.

interest-desire

ıre ıııcıre

'I'his factor ıııeasrırçd ph1 sıcal

aı,ıd

a

desire levels of dçüernıinants

l

regarding lCTs

a

cre at ir c

Men use technology more aççurate,
Men's technology rvıll tbllor,v more.

2. Group Conıparisons

Firstly, independent samples t-test was used to determine wl-ıetl-ıer there was a significant difl'erence
between ınale and female in relation to the f'actors. Analyses indicated that there is significant dilference
among two factors in associated to genders. While the magnitude of the differences in the means for
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physical

- social

:

factor (eta-squared

\'tıkııı

.\ll'-'l'|. ı

ijL\ ( ,ııılİ,ır,ıı,," ,'/iij

.37) is large. it is ver,", sünall 1br İnteıest-desire taCtOl (eta-s.lualc.l

.05).
Table 4, Differeı-ıces betrveeıı genders

iı,ı

relation to factofs

\lılc

in

|

l'enale

interest-desirç

SD

l1n )05
12 3.,1
,1t] 1.02
|12 ].58

Fenıale

plıl,sieal-social

Secondly, the diff-erences

M

Gender

Factor

\lalc

0.66

0.356

000

j.209

002

]

0.7:i

1

0.89
0.7,]

perspectives between depaftments

in

relatİon

to two factors

were

statistically analyzed by one_way analysis of variances (ANOVA) test. Acçording to the Values in Table 5,
there was not a statistically significant difference at the p<.05 level in factors for the dePartments.
Table 5, Dit}treırces betrveeı,ı departnıents in relation to tactors
oıllptlter

Factors

]\4ec

Eııgineer

physical-soci al

MSD
2.96

interest-desire

3.7 6

( ıı

IndLlStrral

hatroıı ics

ıL

ANOVA

eııgiııeerıng

MSD
6
"44

SD

0.95

SD
0.8l

lvl

3,37

3,3 l

0,80

3,1

0,95

0,7 6

3"6l

0,98

3.89

0,5l

3

0,80

M

F
1.84

)]O

Thirdly, the differeııces in perspectives betweeıl Students' grade levels in relation to two thctors were

statistically analyzed by one-way analysis of variances (ANOVA) test. Table 6 beloı,ı, indicates that tlıeı'e
was not a significant difference betrveen grades student registered for the tactors.
Table 6. DifTereııces betu,eeıı grades in relatioıı to fhctors
l st

ffiso

physical-social
interest-desire

grade

2nd

grade

1 0.96 3.24 0,90 2,89
3,80 0.'74 3.51 0.'71 3.5l
3,1

ANoVA

4th grade

3rd grade

M

sD
t,03
0.88

MSDFp

3,14 0,84 1.09
3.85 0.78 2.3 l

,353
-0,7,7

Lastly, in order to determine tIıere lvas a signitlcant dİfterençe betrveeıı students' taı-ııİll,cııJtılre

İıı

relation to fattors, one-way analysis of variances (ANOVA) test was run, and the groups were compared.
According to the values in Table 7, there was not a statistically signİficant dİfference at the p<.05 level İn
factors fbr the family çLılture.
Table 7, Dit}'ereııces betrveeı-ı thınıly cultures
FactorS

ph.vsıcal-social
interest-desıre

Liberal

iı-ı

relatioıı to lhctors

Deırlocrat

MSDMSD
2,9| 0,78 2,94
3.40 0.43 3,45

0.98
0.97

conservative

N1
3,28
3,65

SD
0.85
0,71

2,96
3,84

,\N O \,,\

Oıhers

]vloclern

MsD

M

SD

0,87

3,14

l32

0"82

l97

0,6l

1.40
6
| ,7

p
.234

.l37
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4. Discussion

Many national and international organizatioııs (such Uı-ıited Nation and ELııopeaıı l.]nion) ıcp()rt tht'iı,
concerns about under-representation and loweı-eıılplovnıeni of r,ıoıııeı,ı iıı scieııce aııtl tcchıııı]tı!,r llt]Lj:
(Mendiçk & Moreau,20l3), Under-repıesentation of \,voınen in lC]-sector (especial11 in engiı-ıecriııSı.ıisı
reflects on number of feınale students in eırgineering depaılments. This situation also projects on this study
where nuınber of female students is lower than male students. Therefore, it was difficult to dig into their
perception of gender regarding to engineering. lt seems clear that female students need more motivation

toward registering engineering depaılments which require destroying stereotypes and prejudices toward

ICT sector.

If we want to overcome the issues (especiall1,"stereot),pes. eınplovıııent inequalitı aııd cligitaI diıidcı

regardingtowomeninIcTsector,wedetınitell"ııeedacultııraI ]organizationaI clıııı,ıgeaiıııingneıı ptılicies
and understanding. This ı-ıeed has been also coı-ıfırıı-ıed irı our study,that one olthe contributiııg lactor was
related to social aspect of the perception. Therefore, regulating new laws or implementing women quotas
at ı,vork might only affect rı,omen as a quantity wlıereas revo]ution wise changes in policies offering better

psychological and physical circumstances for women will oveıtly affect women qualitatively.
Another recommendatioıı is. IcT sector needs more women stakeholders. İn the forın of ıı"ıaııager-ç or
executor. who will Serve as a ıııodel for rvoınen as coLüntef-e\an-ıples ütııı,ııı-cl stere (ıt\ pcs ıiıı,.J ıi ill ıı,i,]t
ınore and ITIore women employ,ınent iı,ı [CT sector. lı-ı other ri,oı,ı-i. ıi,oıııeıı decisiı-ııı ıııalıeı-s tı ıll t,ılıctı ıııııı,c
gates for other woınen which will alter the conIıon codes of organizational culture --at least. ther ıııa\
offer a chance to create interest or desire pointed out in this study that suçh initiatives are one ofthe ınajor
factor for this issue.

Although Bucak and Kadirgan (20l l) identified family as a major factor for choosing a depaılınent in
university, this study revealed that family culture does not make any significant factor in the gender based
perception of engineering. Researchers believe that family cou]d be a factor for gender based choosing
engineering as a profession rvith a ınoderation of different variables sııch as fan-ıill,socit'ı ect'ıııoıııic sLatııs
or educational background. [ıı that ınanner, tiıılher studies nırıst be iınpleıııented to comprehend ftınııl1
variable.

lt is important to realize that the voluntarily paı-ticipated and liınited sample was not the representative
of any larger population of entire engineering students in higher education. Hence, the results cannot be
geııeralized to other situations. The validity of the study is limited to the reliability of the instrument
developed by the researchers aııd honesty ofthe study participants'answers. Therefore, the study shoııld be
duplicated with different and broad sanıples.
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